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OUR MISSION
The mission of the Cleveland Photographic Society is to promote and advance the
understanding, passion and joy of photography by providing opportunities for
education, skill development, picture taking, competition, critique and fellowship.

Notes from the Editor
Even though I knew beforehand
that there was no chance to win the
PSA
Newsletter
International
Contest, reading other entrants’
comments I was encouraged “to
learn from that experience”. I
wanted to know what people at
PSA would have to say about the
Darkroom Door. In fact, we didn’t
win, but they sent a letter and also the judges’ sheet filled with
excellent feedback with plenty useful information and details.
From “lost commas” to suggested sections they approached
everything on DD showing that they really went through it.
Even though I don’t agree with all mentioned – I have my
excuses – I totally agree with most of what has been
mentioned. So, in order to enhance the DD’s delivering “the
best newsletter in town for the price” from now on you will see
some modifications introduced little by little combining what I
had in mind and the feedback given.

I finally made my way to PhotoPlus Expo, in New York City,
the photographers’ playground. See the article below sharing
my complete delight.
I again encourage members to send in all info, articles, photos,
tips, techniques, and everything photography related stuff you
might have or find.
The Darkroom Door is always open for feedback and
suggestions. Also for help.
Hope you enjoy this issue of the Darkroom Door. Have a
wonderful winter season (I’m ready to hibernate) and holydays
full of joy and warmth. And lots of photographs. Thanks to
everyone.

Isabel “Bel” Martins

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Photography Quote: What matters is not what you photograph, but why and how you
photograph it. Even the most controversial subject, if depicted by a sensitive photographer
with honesty, sympathy, and understanding, can be transformed into an emotionally
rewarding experience. Andreas Feininger

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------President’s Message
As fall rapidly turns to winter, CPS has plenty in
store to help you continue to explore photography
regardless of the weather!
In coming months, we'll hold a series of field trips
- both indoor and outdoor, host a variety of
activities, including a continuation of popular
weeknight events like Winners, Challengers,
Movie, and Photoshop Nights, balance our weekly
meetings between competitions and informative
speakers - and throw in an added attraction or two
for good measure.
In addition to our Fundamentals and Digital
Editing classes, we'll also be introducing a new
Basic Digital Photography class in January for
people who are acquiring their first digital
camera. Classes in all courses will be starting in
January and February - and enrollment makes a
great Holiday gift for that special someone on your
list (or maybe YOU)!

I am constantly impressed by the enthusiasm
evidenced by our leaders, members, students and
visitors - all of whom help CPS maintain the
momentum and dynamism we enjoy. Sincere
thanks to all our helpers - we literally couldn't do it
without you! And there's always room for fresh
faces and hands to join in the fun, so please don't
be bashful.
Whether you're a seasoned CPS member, a
newbie, a student or a first-time visitor, we strive
to make this Club a place where you can learn and
grow and become the photographer you wish to
be. Take a look around this issue to see where
we've been - and bookmark
www.clevelandphoto.org to see what's new and on
the horizon. THANKS for visiting!
Rob Erick
CPS President

CPS UPCOMING AND PAST EVENTS
ON THE SCHEDULE
Open House December 1st and 2nd
Traditionally on the schedule twice a year, the Open House Clinic has proven success in capturing
visitors that eventually become students and/or members. Help is wanted in different areas. Contact
Board members to find out how you can help and participate more closely to events like this. Help
wanted, help given, and everyone gets involved.

PAST EVENTS
2007 CPS Judges Appreciation Day – A Thank You Picnic

Photos by Isabel “Bel” Martins

On the cloudy, drizzly, Saturday of September 15, CPS hosted our annual Judges Picnic. Of the 24 judges
invited, the seven who attended were welcomed by 36 members. The delicious menu of: Fried Chicken, a
variety of vegetable and fruit salads, desserts - especially Elisha's Famous Peach Cream pie, rolls and
beverages was enjoyed by all. One judge made the statement "When CPS does something, it is first class".
Cheryl Donovan's suggestion of a $20 Gas Gift Card for each judge was a big hit. The donations of
teamwork, time, creativity and refreshments provided by Max Aynik, Jodie Beaver, Elisha Cerino, Cheryl
Donovan, Rob Erick, and Diane Funk made the event a great success. By Barb Pennington, Hospitality
Chairperson.

CPS FIELDTRIPS – More details on www.clevelandphoto.org
ON THE SCHEDULE
Night for Holiday Lights on November 30th, 7:30pm
Get the Holidays off to a good start by joining CPS photographers as we capture images of the lights of the
season. Meet at the CPS clubroom at 7:30. We'll journey to Independence town center to photograph the lighted
historical buildings, then move to Brecksville's Square.
Around 9:30, we'll return to the Clubroom to share our photos over holiday refreshments. Please plan to
join us!

PAST FIELDTRIPS
Maple Crest Farm – An Endless Picture Opportunity
By Peggy Miklus

BJ and Carol had once again extended an
invitation to their Maple Crest Farm located in
Brecksville for the CPS members and students
to have a fun filled Sunday morning on
October 7th! I didn’t know what to expect
being this was my first visit to the farm, so I
was impressed when the goats came out of the
barn and the horses came up to the fence as if
to greet us. Everyone was caught up in the
beautiful morning and I think this was the most
fun at a CPS field trip that I have had.

on board the wagon for a hayride. We threw
hay off the back of the wagon for the horses as
they were following us. Needless to say some
of us lost our seats since the hay tossed was
part of the bundles that we were sitting on.
Once we reached the pond, King really got
excited! He swam, jumped, barked, and
showed off in the water as everyone clicked
away on their cameras. Then he rounded
everyone up for us to board the wagon for the
ride back to the house.

We were allowed to walk in the pasture area
with the horses, which was a great experience
being able to walk side by side with them and
snap photos as they posed. They seemed to like
their pictures taken and I believe they were
actually looking forward to the cameras and
everyone paying attention to them as we all
snapped away.

There are plenty of photo opportunities at
Maple Crest Farms, flowers, horses, barn,
goats, etc. If you haven’t had the chance to
attend in the past, I encourage you to attend in
the future. You definitely will have a good
time.

King, their dog, lead the way as we all climbed

Plus as an added treat, some of the students and
members met up for breakfast at CoCo’s
Restaurant after.

COVERED BRIDGES
By Diane Funk

For years I had heard about the covered bridges of
Ashtabula County. Ashtabula County is in the north
east corner of Ohio. It is so near yet so far in that I
had never stopped there. Thank you to Sue Swope
and Ron Wilson for organizing the sequence of
bridges.

By covering the bridges, the people and produce of
rural farms and homes could safely cross valleys
and streams and stay connected to towns and
friends in all kinds of weather. I love to experience
a historical moment. And there I was, walking
across some of the bridges built in the 1800! Wow!

A summer of extreme temperatures and
precipitation seemed to be moving into a lackluster
autumn. But mid-week, Jack Frost overdid himself
and produced an exciting pallet for all to view. CPS
had a full day Field Trip on Sunday October 21,
2007 of great fellowships (there were about 40
members and students) and beautiful sights. The
day was blessed with blue skies, comfortable
temperatures, autumn reds and yellows, and a
theme of the Covered Bridges. It was a
photographers dream.

The variety of construction designs was very
exciting. There were variations of length. Widths
were for a single lane and for two lanes. There were
varying lattice designs of timbers as well as
laminated beams arching the length of the bridges.
We were able to explore the areas in, on and under
most of the bridges.

Some of the bridges are more than a century old. I
could imagine the people of past times, and various
modes of travel using these bridges in all seasons.

The senses were stimulated by the sounds of
crunching leaves and gravel underfoot, the aromas
of wet streambeds and dried leaves, and the brilliant
autumn colors. It was a great day providing so
many memories. It was exciting and I now look
forward to the next field trip.

OTHER EVENTS
“Winners’ Night” and “Challengers’ Night” are on the schedule giving members more opportunities to discuss
presence or absence of techniques and “behind the scenes” on photos entered competitions. What made that
picture to get a place on a competition or why it didn’t place. Learning from our mistakes and/or how a photo is
a winner or not is shared on these occasional meetings.

“Movie Nights” have been very successful and it is back after a short absence duo to its “director” member Joe
Polevoi’s health circumstances, from which he recovered promptly. We missed you, Joe.
CPS always has something for all members to enjoy and visitors to join the Club.

CLUB HIGHLIGHTS
Cleveland Photographic Society Exhibit
CPS will exhibit work from members in the Pre-surgical section of Metro Health Hospital from December 15 June. The first set of photographs will be installed December 15 and the second set will follow shortly after.
Thanks to Melissa Theis for the opportunity to display our work.
Metro Health judged the 33 photographs entered for exhibit. There were 23 selected. Congratulations to
members selected to exhibit at the Metro Health during six months starting Dec 2007.
John Earl Brown, Susan Chen, Charlie Cervenak, Rob Erick, Neil Evans, Herbert Ho, Cheri Homaee,
Patti Jacko, Maria Kaiser, Don Heller, Lynn Heller, Jim Kunkel, Steve Kupstas, Tim Long
Isabel Martins, Peggy Miklus, Carol Sahley, Jill Stanphill, Diane Ward, and Ron Wilson.

Finding the F’S at CPS

Photos by Isabel “Bel” Martins

By Diane Funk
The calendar was approaching the time when the days darken early, October 26, 2007. And yes, it was dark as
the rainy clouds blocked out the moonlight. If you wish, you might say it was a little spooky. As members of
CPS approached the club, they were greeted with a most unusual sight of quantities of smoky fog pouring out
of the front door! Oh my, what… Ah, there… in the smoky fog… we were greeted by a greenish black witch
clad in a wispy veiled pointed hat and beautiful gown (if you consider “ugly” as Halloween beautiful)… and
as the fog swirled a little more, there was also a tall figure wrapped in a long black cape. What a fun
“Welcome”! for a Friday evening.
If you did not attend that evening, you missed great Fun, Feasting and Fellowship which accompanied the
quarterly Business Meeting. Whoever said that Business Meetings are dull has missed the two at CPS this
year. Mark you Calendar for the next ones on January 18 and April 11, 2008.
A Special Thank You to the “Welcoming” by Barbara Pennington (the Witch) and Rob Erick (the tall cloak
clad figure) for the creative start of the evening. Despite appearances, they are really two great people.

Another Special Thank You to Elisha Cerino for the wonderful Halloween Treats, or rather I should say
Feast! Your efforts were appreciated as evidenced by the quick disappearances of nibbles, snacks and cookies,
platter after platter after platter. Yummy.
Don’t miss the F’s of CPS. They are not hidden. They are shared treasures. The Fun, Feasting and Fellowship
on Friday’s are just a Fragment members Find with Foto Folks (I know the Photo spelling, but go with the
theme here, folks). Find more at www.clevelandphoto.org

ABOUT MEMBERS

Members’ Profile
Elisha Cerino
By Marcia Polevoi
showing off their email specials. CPS members
have pitched in to help her with problems she
encountered while working on these photos. Ron
Wilson gave her advice on lighting, even going to
her house; Bert Klein loaned lighting equipment,
and Jim Kunkel also gave assistance. The Cerino
restaurants, called “Eddy’s”, are franchises, with
three in the greater Cleveland area, and several as far
away as San Francisco, Florida and Delaware.

Profile spotlight for this issue of the Darkroom Door
focuses on Elisha Cerino. A member for about a
year now, Elisha has nothing but praise for the club
and its members. She joined after having taken a
couple of the classes: Fundamentals at the old
downtown location and the Digital class offered here
in Broadview Heights. After she moved to
Broadview Heights, just a couple of minutes away
from the clubhouse, she said she had no excuse not
to join. Elisha bought her first DSLR camera in
1999, a Cannon Digital Rebel. Her newer camera is
a Canon 30-D, which lets her use the lenses of her
old Canon.
Elisha always had an interest in photography, but
like many of us, had little time to spare, raising two
kids and helping her husband, Eddy, in their
restaurant business. However, she realized she
could use her camera skills taking pictures of foods
served in their restaurants, and get paid for it, too.
The photos are used to illustrate their menus and in
their advertising. The photos come in handy also for

Elisha says she hasn’t been able to travel much, but
she takes advantage of the club’s field trips as often
as she can. She is looking forward to the Pittsburgh
trip. Those who went on the first Trolly trip to see
eagles and Back to the Wilds will remember Elisha’s
huge insulated food carrier, from which she
continually plied the travelers with an endless supply
of coffee, donuts, and other goodies. She enjoys
baking, but is lucky to leave the cooking to her chef
husband.

One of Elisha’s more rewarding activities is the
involvement she has with her church. She and her
husband participate in their church’s work with
newly arrived Chinese immigrants. They teach
English as a second language in Chinatown, several

times a month, something she finds immensely
gratifying. She says “The people are so pleasant and
happy to be learning English.”
Now that her two children are away from home and
in college, she hopes that being an empty-nester will
give her more time to work on her photography and
to enter more competitions. Don’t be surprised to
see some mouth-watering food shots showing up.

“The Photo Club has helped me so much”, says
Elisha. “The members are good people and
approachable. I have learned a lot and really get a
lot out of being a member.”

Members’Achievements
Congratulations to all members that have been successful with their photographic work.
•

Junior CPS member, Stephanie Wollmann, attended the "Photo Affair" held at the Penitentiary Glen
Reservation Nature Center this October. It was presented by Lake Metroparks and the Western Reserve
Photographic Society.
“Black Light – Vase & Flower”

The day kicked off with a gorge
was the perfect day for taking
and workshops began. There
including: Special Photography
Live Animal Photography,
Photography Techniques using
Image Enhancement Dee's

walk early in the morning. It
photos. Then, the introduction
were a variety to choose from
Techniques using Black Light
Portrait Photography, Special
Textured Glass Photo Shop
Digital Do's and Don't.

"My favorite part of the day was
photographing the wild animals
and birds," says Stephanie.
"These are the animals and birds
that are receiving care here. It is
part of an Adopt-an-Animal
Program. Some are
rehabilitating while others are
here for permanent care. I have
adopted the red-tailed fox, Kura,
this year. My donation will go
towards the purchase of food,
housing, and medication. In the
past, I have adopted an orphan
opossum named Marci that was
rescued from her mother's pouch
after her mother was hit by a
car. Last year, I adopted a longtailed weasel, Musky, that had severe cataracts and was unable to survive in the wild."
If you would like to contribute towards the care and rehabilitation of one of these patients or permanent
residents, you can call the wildlife helpline at 440-256-2131. This event was well attended and enjoyed by all
that attended. Be sure to visit this fun-filled photo event next year, Stephanie recommends.

•

Cheri Homaee - was one of the finalists for the International Color Awards in the amateur Architecture
Category.The Photography Master Cup is a global online awards show recognizing excellence in color
photography. This celebrated event shines a spotlight on the finest professional and amateur photographers
and is presented by International Color Awards. http://www.thecolorawards.com/index.htm.

Her Exhibits - Group Exhibit Excavating Motherhood - Brooklyn, NY -Works that address the spectrum of
pure and raw emotions that accompany the experience of becoming or being a mother. Dec 14-27. Homaee had
a Solo Exhibit at Clarkson University, in October: Ha-De-Ron-Dah (Adirondack) - Black and White/Color
photography of people, nature, and the environment on the road in the Adirondacks. December 1 – 31, 2007
Solo Exhibit and Lecture; Marysville, OH. Beauty in Black and White.

“Angles”

“Love”

“Empty”

MEMBERS BLURBS

PDN PhotoPlus Expo 2007
The Photographers’ Playground. Better said, a Photographic Orgy.
By Isabel “Bel” Martins
Planned for three years I finally made it! An old car and
nobody to share the trip was not enough to keep me away
from this photo festival, 2007 edition. Praying all the time
for my old Mazda to make it safely I got there on time for
the second and third days.
Huge event held at the also huge Jacob Javits Center. The
big camera guys, read here Nikon and Canon, took a big
slice of the Convention Center occupying the “aerial”
space with bold banners followed by others not so small
like Epson, Lexar, Scandisk, Pentax, Fujy, and Tamron.
In doing so, they fooled me.
On the second day I decided to take a quick look behind
them and guess what? There was a whole other world
with vendors of all types, sizes, and shapes. Everything
photography related that you can imagine and even more
that you can’t imagine. From albums for wedding
photography to book publishers, digital devices for
conventional film cameras, all sorts of equipment,
computer graphics, audiovisual, lab, and…oh my, you
name it.

Nikonians, Canonians, Lexanions, Pentaxionions, and
other onions (ooops) all sharing –why not say fighting
like kids, squeezing and make themselves through the
crowd trying to find space not available getting as close as
possible to their photographers’ idols. Disneyland,
probably, would be the best comparison. Lines to get a
book signed or a business card before and after each
workshop or at the booths were common.
Workshops took place in two sessions each day – a little
expensive though, averaging $ 90.00 for a two-hour
workshop with big guys. Here I mean pros making a
living out of photography for more than 20 years having
well known names and much respect from the
photographic community. There were also small
presentations and workshops at each vendor booth – for
free.
As a Nikonian, obviously I spent more time at the Nikon
booth and, despite all the marketing and acting involved,
I got some good tips on wedding photography and other
subjects presented. Not counting the amazing
presentation on Nikon D3, which shoots at 4.000 ISO

with no noise at all. Straight from the camera to a big
screen. Yes, I was drooling. And now, I’m dreaming
about it.

Food, coat room (for luggage) and the entire
infrastructure necessary to make you comfortable and
make sure the event goes smooth are all noticeable.

HP, competing with Epson, showed some good printers.

And here I am back with three bags full of catalogues,
business cards and brochures to go through and sort by
type of product. Not counting that they scan your badge
and send you e-mails, if you allow them, of course.

Photography schools, backgrounds for portraiture, albums
- many of them, lenses, Lowepro with a wonderful
collection of backpacks, conventional models, and so
forth.
Yes, there is a fee -- like $ 40 dollars to get in and only
God knows how much to get out if you are not careful and
decide to buy all the novelties and gadgets presented even
with the tempting discounts. We can get around with the
40 bucks fee getting a VIP code from B&H, or other, in
advance. Also, if you register for a workshop you get a
Gold Pass which gets you in all noon and at 6:30 PM
presentations such as Meeting the Master for free.

So, I can’t wait to guide CPS members next year to Photo
Expo, in New York City, an event that every - and all photographers or serious hobbyists should attend at least
once in his/her lifetime. Mark October in your calendar
(and save the money too - you know, New York City),
plus you might want to enjoy the Expo discounts
available for that period. Ah, and the workshops, and
books from your favorite photographer also. This
photographic orgy happens sometime in October between
19th and 22nd lasting three days. Save the date!

MEMBERS SHOWCASE
Darkroom Door will feature two members on each issue with a photo occupying about half page each, perhaps
following a theme to be announced. I ask members who have never been featured to send a photo of him/her
choice to the Editor for this Section. It would be rewarding to see all members here eventually presenting their
work. Have in mind that you don’t show your work only for other members, but that the newsletter goes out to
friends of CPS. However, for this issue since I got a good response for fall photograph request, here is presented
some of the work received; therefore, more than two.
Water and leaves abound in our autumn photo collection of members in this issue.

Fall Leaves, Barb Pennington

Buttermilk Falls – Jerry Jelineck

Covered Bridge at fall, Rob Erick

Fort Island Park, Larry Nagy

East Palestine, Linda Kupstas

Brandywine Falls, Joe Hamblin

PHOTOSHOP TECNIQUE

Advanced Sharpening
By Varina and Jay Patel
Use the Smart Sharpen tool in Photoshop. If you
select the “Basic” option, you’ll see three controls
on the main page. “Amount” and “Radius” are
generally found in any sharpening tool and they
work the same way here. “Amount” simply sets
the intensity of sharpening. How sharp do you
want your image? To start, set your Amount
somewhere between 100 and 250. “Radius” sets
the width for your sharpened area – the higher the
number, the larger the halos will be. Therefore,
you want to keep this number small – somewhere
between .5 and 2.5. Finally, there are three options
under the “Remove” setting. For general
sharpening, you always want to remove Gaussian
Blur.
Keep your eye on the preview pane while you
make adjustments and be careful not to oversharpen. This can leave you with an unnatural look
– and over-sharpening will increase the noise in
your photograph considerably.
To remove halos, you’ll need to switch to the
Advanced Setting – just choose the appropriate
radio button at the top of the Smart Sharpen
window. You’ll notice that three tabs appear in the
“Settings” box. The first is the same as the basic
settings we discussed in the first paragraph. The
others are “Shadows” and “Highlights”. Under
each tab, you have three more options – “Fade
Amount”, “Tonal Width”, and “Radius”. The

Original Image at 200% - unadjusted.

“Fade Amount” will determine how much the
sharpness will be reduced in either shadows or
highlights – depending upon which tab you
choose. A setting of zero will not reduce the
sharpening in these areas at all, and a setting of
one hundred will completely remove sharpening in
the appropriate tonal range.
“Tonal Width” will determine how dark your
tones must be to be considered shadows – and how
light your tones must be to be considered
highlights. This gives you infinite control over
how much reduction in sharpening you wish to
apply. “Radius” determines how many pixels will
be used to evaluate shadows and highlights.
Start with a “Fade Amount” of about 60-100%,
and a tonal width between 50 and 70%. Radius
should be a small number - less than 5 pixels.
Make small adjustments and keep watching your
preview pane.
Take a look at these example images. The first
shows an unadjusted image at 200%. (It is always
a good idea to look at your photograph at a large
size when making adjustments in order to
accurately assess the changes you are making.)
The second shows the halos that appear when you
use the Unsharp Mask filter to make basic
adjustments – these halos are the reason we choose
to use the Smart Sharpen tool instead. The third
image shows the shadow and highlight
adjustments made with the Smart Sharpen tool.
When your halos are gone, you’re done.

Basic Adjustments made with Unsharp Mask Filter Tool
Amount = 200%, Radius = 1.5, Threshold = 4

Basic - Amount = 200%, Radius = 1.5
Shadows – Fade Amount=70%, Tonal Width=60%, Radius=1
Highlights – Fade Amount=96%, Tonal Width=70%, Radius=1

PHOTO TIP
Anti-Photographer Photo Tip
By Charlie Cervanek
What a joy it is that we have lithium ion batteries! They give long life and consistent power for our digital and
video cameras. They are as small as they can be and give reliable service with relatively short recharge times.
But they are expensive. And if you lose or break your charger it can be an expensive hassle to replace it.
The Anti-Photographer pays attention to all the "hype" about off brand generic batteries exploding, leaking,
ruining your camera and poisoning your dog. The Anti-Photographer only uses off brand generic batteries and
chargers. Nothing bad has ever happened. Thousands of dollars have been saved. Most generic chargers come
with a car charger also.
Typical E-Bay purchases - Generic BP-511 battery(Canon 300D, 10D, 20D, 30D) with home and car charger
$13.48, shipping included. 2 Generic EN-EL9 (Nikon D40, etc.) batteries and home and car charger $18.99
delivered.
Having a car charger and an extra battery or two for 1/3 of the cost of a gasoline fill up is a really good deal.
Will the use of these off brand items void your warranty? (Don't tell them.)
The Anti-Photographer can be reached at cpceagles@cox.net

MEMBERS’ TRAVEL

Summer means vacation and for most members also a great opportunity for picture taking, eventually
combining a family choice and places that speak to the “photographer of the family”. It looks like Scott
Garapic enjoyed very much his trip to West Coast. From nature to traffic chaos he got all covered.

Head West Young At Heart - And Bring Your Camera!
By Scott Garapic

Tired of typical Midwestern cloudy skies and unpredictable weather?
Imagine a DRY! destination where beauty and nature can be proclaimed in the same
sentence. Think of a place where triple digit temperatures are the norm and where the
humidity factor is a single digit number. Visualize a part of this country where the
nights are very cool and refreshing and where the night sky places you in a deep trance
as you watch the twinkling stars. If this sounds interesting then you ought to consider
taking a trip to the Southwestern United States.
If your adventures have taken you west of the Mississippi River, you already know
what a unique place this region is. My recent travels took me to Southern California;
Tijuana, Mexico; and Las Vegas, Nevada. Of course not all is picture perfect out there:
there are people everywhere, driving the interstates requires plenty of patience, they
still have issues with smog, and it is a bit pricier than what we are used to in Cleveland.
But behold photographers!!! The opportunities that await you and your SLR are as
numerous as the amount of cars on the jam-packed Los Angeles freeways.
We all have seen stunning sunsets, and the Southwest provides some just as unique sunsets too. Most people agree that
the sunsets in the Southwest are so pretty is because of all the particles that are floating in the air. Of course the locals
say it is because of all the dust that is in the air. But the non-locals will tell you that it is because of the smog that is
trapped in their valleys that closely resemble a huge salad bowl where the mountains keep whatever it is floating in the
air wedged in their valleys. Nonetheless, they are beautiful, and you must keep your camera with you at all times after
dinner. Strange as it seems, you can actually see the sky above you changing colors. It could be compared to the sky is
crawling in front of you in different colors. I was able to watch colors of orange and red slinking from the east and
moving westward.

In Riverside, California, March Air Force Base is on the eastern part of town. All of you who have an interest in
photographing airplanes might consider spending some time in the area. There was a constant flow of cargo planes
flying and landing at the airport. Most were out for practice runs. Many of the planes flew low and made huge sweeping
turns in front of large background mountains. But they were big airplanes and they were not traveling very fast, so that
made them easier to follow and photograph.
My next adventure took me to Las Vegas. Luggage restrictions prevented me from traveling with my tripod, so I was
not in the mood to shoot pictures of the Strip. Besides, the amount of people on the Strip at night was extremely
crowded. But I did find an interesting spot outside of Las Vegas on a residential street in a city called Henderson,
Nevada. There they have a small city park with a couple of tennis and basketball courts, drinking fountains, picnic areas,
and several hundred big-horn sheep. Yes sheep! And they were big and had huge horns. When my aunt told me about
this place, my first thoughts were – wow! How exciting. What else can we do?
But my opinion changed once we arrived. After we walked past the butterflies that looked like they were on
steroids, we came to a picnic area where we walked into several hundred big-horn sheep. Some were sitting in the shade
and others were walking across the tennis courts. One even crawled up to the drinking fountain to replenish her thirst.

However, most of the big-horn sheep were munching on the grass. And the closer we came, the louder the munching
became. After a while, it seemed to have a hypothesizing effect on all of us who were watching them at the park.
We were told that the big-horn sheep come down from the mountains in the morning and stay till about the start of
sunset. After that, they all march back up to the mountains. But it is a sight to see when they are grazing on the ultragreen grass on a hill overlooking crystal-blue Lake Meade.
We also spent some time at the Valley of Fire State Park which was about 65 miles northeast of Las Vegas. Here
we found rocks and canyons that have been in this park for over 150 million years. It is called the Valley of Fire because
the rocks look like they are ablaze as the sun strikes them in the afternoons. This park could be called Nevada’s Grand
Canyon. Pictures were taken of unique rock formations, dazzling colors on everything, dried river beds, and cotton ball
clouds on a lazy blue sky. Now this place was warm, and I felt my lens starting to get hot to touch. But if you wanted a
picture of something and the sun was in the way, all you had to do was walk or drive around what it was you wanted to
photograph and turn your back to the sun. It was natural lighting at its best.
Our last destination was a stop at Tijuana, Mexico. It was not the cleanest city, but it sure is a fun place to visit for
a few hours. If you are into Southwest arts and crafts, this is your city. Pictures and paintings of Diego Rivera, Frida,
pueblos, and Indian designs were abundant. The scenes in the streets and markets were impressive. However, I did not
think it was in my best interests to use my long-zoom lens and camera in the middle of a lot of people, commotion, loud
music, and police sirens. I did use my camera as we were standing in line to walk across the border back into the United
States. The circus that was in the city follows you up literally until you walk through the gate.
Unfortunately that was all the time that I had to spend out West. It was a memorable trip that provided many exciting
photo adventures. Next I hope to get to the Grand Tetons.

EVENTS, EXIBITS, CLASSES, WORKSHOPS, AND CONTESTS

•

Cuyahoga Valley National Park Association, in partnership with Cuyahoga Valley National Park and
Cuyahoga Valley National Park Photographic Society, promotes an annual photography contest. The
exhibit opening and awards presentation took place on November 15. All entries will be in exhibit
at Happy Days Visitor Center, located on Route 303, Peninsula, until November 25 th, 2007.
“Seeing Ourselves: Masterpieces of American Photography”, from George Eastman House. February 9 to
April 6, 2008, at Zanesville Art Center, in Zanesville, OH.
www.zanesvilleartcenter.org/galleries_exhibitions.htm
“Envisioning Cleveland” Photo Exhibition – through December 31, 2007. Photos reflecting the theme
Envisioning Cleveland, of images of Cleveland that convey the hope and excitement for our future as a
city. At Thomas F. Campbell, Ph.D. Exhibition Gallery at the Levin College, 1717 Euclid
Avenue. www.urban.csuohio.edu/forum/urban_age.
Lynn Goldsmith Photography Exhibit at Rock and Roll of Fame, through January 6, 2008. FREE.
http://consumer.discoverohio.com/searchdetails.aspx?detail=58910
WPPI – Wedding and Portrait Photographers International Convention- March 13 to 21, 2008 –
Las Vegas. www.wppionine.com
Mitche Graf’s Boot Camp Tour 2008 East Coast – Business and Marketing in Photography.
Pittsburgh, March 24; Columbus, March 25; Detroit, March 26, 2008. www.mitchegraf.com
Bruce Hudson’s “New Directions/Reality Check Tour 2008 – Cleveland, January 21, Columbus, 23,
2008. www.newdirectionstour.com
RSMP (Rocky Mountain School of Photography) Weekend Workshops – Cleveland, April 12 and
13. I personally endorse these weekend workshops, since I took one in San Francisco, CA and one on
Columbus. Good Stuff and people-photographers. www.rmsp.com
BettterPhoto Online Contest - Monthly. www.betterphoto.com/contest.asp

•

Tinkers Creek Photo Contest – Photos will be accepted until April 30, 2008 -

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

www.tinkerscreekwatershed.org/Photocontest.pdf

OTHER CAMERA CLUBS’ EVENTS
•

Cuyahoga Valley Photographic Society – December 6, 7pm to 9pm. Presentation by Mark Duncan,
Associated Press photographer will present a selection of his images and talk about his work as a
photojournalist. It will be held at Happy Days Visitor Center, in Peninsula.
http://www.cvps.org/mopres07.html and www.mark-duncan.com

Check This Out
International Photography Hall of Fame
Located in Oklahoma, its mission is to promote awareness and education of the history of photography. It
features also a museum and gallery for exhibitions. “Hall of Fame Inductees: The International Photography
Hall of Fame annually inducts individuals who have significantly contributed to the artistic and scientific
progress of photography. Over 60 people have been inducted since 1965, and the IPHF continually honors
them and works to preserve their contribution through research and collection of their artifacts. Nominations
for Hall of Fame Inductees are accepted by the IPHF throughout the year, which are reviewed by the
Photographic Art and Science Foundation Board of Directors.”, posted on their website. More info at
www.iphf.org

Aurora Borealis, AKA Northern Lights, Photography
Time is here, if you get a chance to go to a places for this type of photography. The following websites
provide good information on forecast, dates, trips, and tips on how to photograph this gorgeous phenomenon.
If you are not able this, plan on for 2008.
www.swpc.noaa.gov/pmap; www.softservenews.com/aurora.htm; www.geo.mtu.edu/weather/aurora
www.arcticodysseys.com/l_northern_lights.html ; www.gedds.alaska.edu/AuroraForecast/
www.alaskaphotographics.com/how_to_photograph_northern_lights.shtml
www.venhaus1.com/photographaurora.html

Photographers
Featuring Wedding Photographers in Ohio.
Herb Ascherman Jr. and Ryan Durdella Studios Wedding Photography - www.aschermanweddings.com
Bella Pictures - http://www.bellapictures.com
All Wedding Companies – directory for many wedding photographers in Ohio www.allweddingcompanies.com/photography/photographers/ohio
Bernie Smith - www.photobern.com

Forums of Photography
Some are free (at least for some level of photographers), and you get and share important general info on
photography or on a more specific subject photography related, as for instance what type of equipment to buy
for wedding photography. Well worth to be in at least one of these.
Nikon - www.nikoncafe.com
Nikon - Nikonians.com
Pentax - www.pentaxforums.com
Canon - www.photography-on-the.net/forum
Wedding Photography - www.digitalweddingforum.com
Popular Photography Magazine –
http://forums.popphoto.com/?path=G&WT.srch=1&gclid=CMy48b3W4I8CFRgXIwod62oG8g
The Photo Forum - www.thephotoforum.com/forum
Photo Takers - www.phototakers.com/forum
Photo Net - http://photo.net
D Preview (Digital Photography Review) Forum - www.dpreview.com/forums
Fred Miranda - www.fredmiranda.com
Photography Corner - www.photographycorner.com
PhotoZo - www.photozo.com/forum

Miscellaneous - More at www.clevelandphoto.org
In Memoriam
Photojournalist Alexandra Boulat died on October 5, 2007 from brain aneurysm. To know more about her
work go to:
http://photography.nationalgeographic.com/photography/photographers/photographer-alexandra-boulat.html

CPS MEMBERSHIP:
One year’s dues: Single membership is $54.00: Couple is $81.00: Junior member (under 18) is
$36.00.
You can get an application form at our website: www.clevelandphoto.org. Join and enjoy the second
oldest camera club in the US. Lots of activities that will enhance your skills. You’ll have fun and an
enjoyable time, whether you are a beginner, advanced, or if you are a professional photographer.
NEWSLETTER REQUIREMENTS to post Photos and articles.
You don’t need to wait for the Editor to call, just send anything achieved, own exhibit, tips,
photos and/or article anytime and it will be saved until the next issue.
Photograph and article requirements to post in the Darkroom Door newsletter:
In order to keep the newsletter a small file, make sure to use 72dpi only, and save it as JPEG compression of no
greater than 8 in Photoshop. Not greater than 100kb in size. If your photograph is intended to be a front page,
it should be vertical cropped 8 x 10. Otherwise, use 4 x 6 cropping for general purpose picture and 5 x 7 for
Showcase section. Note: For nature photos you should include the scientific (preferably) or common name of
the specie you have photographed - animal or plant, etc. You should have a model release if your photographs
show recognizable people and/or property. Put your name and last name on the file and the title of the photo.
Article size should be about three paragraphs. Title your article. Rules are subject to change.

CPS – Photo School – Full School Info at www.clevelandphoto.org

2008 Photography Courses
Introduction to Photoshop – Starting February 9
This course describes how to improve your photos on your computer. Explanations and demonstrations will be made
using Photoshop Elements. The non-technical presentations will help you learn fundamental skills of photo editing.
Learn how to improve any photo, save a problem photo, turn a good photo into a prizewinner, and print your own
enlargements. Some of the topics covered include
Cropping
Sizing
Adding contrast
Retouching
Brightening
Darkening
Adjusting color
Printing
Techniques described are intended to be simple, quick and easy. Some experience with digital photo imaging would be
helpful. This course is targeted for novice to intermediate photographers. The fee for this three-week course is $160.

Basic Digital Photography – Starting January 12
Fundamentals of Good Photography – Starting January 9

This course will help you get better photos from your digital or film camera. You will learn how to use all the
features of your camera to get better family and vacation pictures, as well as great pictures of the subjects you
like to shoot. Some of the topics covered include:
Composition
Lenses and equipment
Portraiture

Proper exposure
Close-up
Night Photography

Flash
And much more.

Homework assignments are given so you can practice the techniques explained. Optional field trips are
planned so you have an opportunity to photograph with the instructors. The course ends with a viewing and
commentary on each student’s work. This course is intended for novice to intermediate photographers with a
digital or film camera that has adjustable shutter speeds and f-stops. The fee for this ten-week course is $150.

About Our Faculty…
Bert Klein
Max Aynik
Joe Polevoi
Diane Funk
Varina Patel
Jay Patel

School Director, Instructor
Portrait Photographer
Art Director, Photoshop Specialist
Artist, Art teacher
Stock Photographer
Fine Art Photography
Photoshop Expert

Artist, Creative and Nature
Photography
Kolman Rosenberg Photojournalist
Ron Wilson
Published in magazines, books
Rob Erick
Digital Photographer
Kris Bosworth
Former Wedding Photographer
Digital Photographer

Maria Kaiser

For information contact:
Bert Klein

216-941-9485

cleanwater@123india.com

The Cleveland Photographic Society Inc.
CPS was formed in 1887 and has operated
continuously since. The organization currently has
more than 150 members and is one of the few
anywhere to have its own permanent clubroom. The
objectives of the society are to promote interest in
photography, as an avocation and recreation, and to
further cordial relations among its members. Our
newsletter is Darkroom Door. It contains club news
items, schedules and highlights of upcoming events.
It also contains occasional “how-to” articles by
experienced club writers and stories about members
and their achievements as well as up coming events.
We invite you to visit us on any Friday night when
there is a scheduled meeting to find out what our
programs and competitions are like. The meetings
are open to all guests and there is no charge to
attend. Meetings are held almost every Friday night.
We are located on the City of Broadview Heights
campus. Clubroom opens at 7:30 PM. .

Color Prints, Black & White Prints and Slides.
There are several categories of photographic
competitions, each held on a different Friday
evening:
Nature – People – Pictorial – Creative.
Occasionally, additional competitions are scheduled
for
special
subject
categories
such
as
Photojournalism, Photo Travel, Pets, Projection
competition, Art in Nature, and others.
There are two divisions of competition entries. They
are:
CPS also sponsors many other events for members
such as special showings, workshops, social
activities and field trips, which provide ideas,
opportunities, and inspiration.
Dues for individual members are $54 per year. For
couples, it is $81, and junior members (under 18) it
is $36.

Types of photographs that may be entered include:
Our students receive a free membership for four months.

WRAPPING SHOT

www.clevelandphoto.org

HAPPY HOLIDAYS AND GOOD 2008 PHOTOGRAPHS!

Photo “Christmas”, By Joe Polevoi, using Kaleidoscope attachments. GE Co. lights display.

